Show & Tell 17
OLYMPUS
Thursday, April 18, 2013, 4:30-6:00pm
McConomy Auditorium
University Center
Carnegie Mellon University
Reception Following @ Connan Room, University Center

PROJECT OLYMPUS
• Prof. Lenore Blum, Founding Director, Project Olympus

A FOCUS on ENERGY RESEARCH
• Prof. Jay Whitacre, Materials Science and Engineering/Engineering and Public Policy (CIT); Founder & CTO, Aquion Energy
  “What can we expect from the next generation of energy storage devices?”
• Prof. Zico Kolter, Computer Science, Institute for Software Research (SCS)
  “Computational approaches to sustainable energy: how machine learning can help”

A FOCUS ON START-UPS and APP Developers: Meet the Students
• Project Olympus PROBEs, introduced by Kit Needham, Olympus Entrepreneur-in-Residence
  Matt Stewart (MET ’12), Digital Dream Labs; Steve Musche (Tepper ’14), Know Your Style;
  Arden Rosenblatt (E&TIM ’14) The PieceMaker; Prashant Reddy (MLD, Ph.D ’13) Lumator

TartanHacks stars, introduced by Amy Quispe (CS ’13), Founder and Julia Teitelbaum (HCI ’14), Director, ScottyLabs
• Kevin Schaefer (IS ’15), Hayden Demerson (CS ’15, Shane Smith (ECE ’15), Chronozone
• Avesh Singh (CS ’14), Daniel Deutsch (CS ’14), W
• Kristina Lustig (HCI ’13) Michael Helmbrecht (HCI ’13), Six Degrees

OLYMPUS CONNECTS
• Shanna Tellerman, (BFA ’03, ETC ’05), Founder & Former CEO Wild Pockets (acquired by Autodesk);
  Entrepreneur-in-Residence, Illuminate Ventures
  “The Entrepreneurial Mindset”

Registration and Directions:
http://www.cmu.edu/olympus/events

Project Olympus thanks K&L GATES for its generous support of the Show&Tell